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NOTICE
BOOKS ARE LOANED FOR A PERIOD
OF THREE WEEKS. BEGINNING SEPT. 1,
1917, A FINE OF 3 CENTS A DAY WILL
BE CHARGED FOR ALL BOOKS KEPT
OUT OVER THREE WEEKS.
MAINE STATE LIBRARY

T H E P U L P A N D P A P E R IN D U S T R Y .

Maine now stands second in the United States in the amount
of pulp and paper produced daily, New York being first. When
the Great Northern Paper Company have completed their
immense plants at Millinockett and Madison, it is very likely
that Maine will head the list of states in our country that are
engaged in the manufacture of pulp and paper. This great
industry has been almost entirely developed since the civil war,
and the greater part of it since 1880. In that year, the census
figures give seven pulp mills in Maine, with a capital invested
of $440,000, and twelve paper mills, with a capital of $2,000,000
invested.
In 1895 the Maine bureau of industrial and labor statistics
made a partial report of the industry and found about $13,000,000 invested. With the completion of the two great plants
above mentioned and that of the sulphite mill of the Hollings
worth & Whitney Company at Winslow, it is safe to say that the
capital invested at the present time is fully $30,000,000. The
daily output in 1895 was 2,400,000 pounds or 1,200 tons. The
daily output at the present time, without including that of the
plants now in process of construction, is 3,670,000 pounds or
1,835 tons. If we include the output of the three plants now
building we shall have a daily output of 4,330,000 pounds or
2,165 tons.
There is paid out daily for labor in the pulp and paper mills
of the State the sum of $15,000, making the enormous aggregate
of $5,000,000 yearly in direct wages to employes. To this sum
should be added the cost of the wood used, which at present is
about 275,000,000 feet. This at $9.00 per thousand feet would
amount to about $2,500,000 more. Including the mills now
building, the above figures would be increased as follows: paid
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out daily for labor, $16,200; paid out yearly for labor, $5,360,000; number of feet of lumber used 350,000,000; this at a cost
of $9.00 per thousand feet would amount to $3,150,000.
Truly this business may rightfully be termed the imperial
industry of Maine. Following, we present a list of the pulp and
paper mills in the State, their equipment, daily output, and other
facts of interest in connection with them. It should be explained
that some plants are combination mills, that is, they are com
posed of a ground wood pulp mill, a chemical fiber mill and a
paper mill. In the list presented below we, count each depart
ment as a mill, as it would be impossible to describe them other
wise. Separating them in this manner we find the whole num
ber of pulp and paper mills in the State to be fifty-eight, as
follow s:
PULP AND CHEMICAL FIBER MILLS.

Augusta— Kennebec County.
Cushnoc Paper Company, two mills: Sulphite mill. Two
digesters, two 76 inch wet machines. Power, water. Product,
sulphite fiber, dry, 24,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Augusta pulp mill. S ix New England grinders, two 80 inch
wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp, dry, 10,000
pounds in 24 hours. Uses about 15,000 feet of spruce wood
daily. Runs the year round. On Kennebec river.
Benton Falls—Kennebec County.
Kennebec Fiber Company.
Two grinders, three wet
machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp, 15 tons daily.
Wood used, mostly spruce, some pine, fir and hemlock. Number
of hands, about 80. On Sebasticook river. Charles D. Brown,
Boston, President; E. W. Heath, Waterville, Treasurer.
Brunswick— Cumberland County.
Androscoggin Pulp Company. Three New England grinders,
five wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp, about
8 tons daily. Wood used, spruce, pine and poplar. Number
of hands, 30. Mill built in 1865, on the Androscoggin river.
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Chisholm— Franklin County.
International Paper Company.
Otis Mill.
Fifty-four
grinders, nine wet machines. Power, water and steam. Prod
uct, wood pulp, dry, 400,000 pounds in 24 hours. Mill built in
1888. On Androscoggin river.
Cumberland Mills—Cumberland County.
S. D. Warren & Company. Chemical Fiber Mill. Soda fiber.
Power, water and steam. Product, 50,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Wood used, 50 cords poplar wood daily, and 30,000 pounds rags,
mostly foreign. Mill on the Presumpscot river. J. E. Warren,
Agent.
Embden— Somerset County.
International Paper Company. Solon Mill. Twelve grinders,
nine 72 inch wet machines.
Power, water.
Product, wood
pulp, 100,000 pounds in 24 hours. Wood used, spruce. Num
ber of employes, 65. On the Kennebec river.
Enfield—Penobscot County.
International Paper Company. Piscataquis Mill. Eleven
New England grinders, eight wet machines. Power, water.
Product, wood pulp, dry, 90,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number
of employes, 76. Mill built in 1888-9. On the Penobscot river.
Fairfield—Somerset County.
Somerset Fiber Company. Two 62 inch cylinders. Power,
water. Product, soda fiber, 30,000 pounds in 24 hours. Wood
used, 35 cords spruce daily. Mill built in 1881. Number of
hands employed, 100. On Kennebec river.
Great Works—Penobscot County.
Penobscot Chemical Fiber Company. Seven 4,000 pound
engines, eight digesters, one 84 inch double cylinder. Power,
water. Product, soda fiber, 80,000 pounds in 24 hours. Num
ber of employes, 130. Poplar wood used. On Penobscot river.
Arthur W. Clapp, Boston, Agent.
Howland—Penobscot County.
The Howland Pulp Company. Howland Pulp Mill. Six
digesters, four wet machines. Water and steam power. Prod-
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uct, sulphite fiber, 80,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Wood used,
spruce, about 14,000,000 feet yearly. Number of employes, 125.
Lumber from Maine forests.
On Penobscot river.
John C.
Jearell, Manager.
Jay Bridge— Franklin County.
International Paper Company. Falmouth M ill. Thirteen
grinders, four wet machines. Water and steam power. Prod
uct, wood pulp, dry, 50,000 pounds in 24 hours. Wood used,
spruce, 12,000 feet daily. Number of employes, 135. On the
Androscoggin river.
Lincoln— Penobscot County.
Katahdin Pulp and Paper Company. Katahdin Mill. Four
digesters, one 112 inch dry machine. Power, water and steam.
Product, sulphite fiber, 60,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of
employes, 107. Wood used, 9,000,000 feet spruce wood yearly.
Thomas B. Draper, President; N. M. Jones, M an ager; John W.
Flint, Treasurer.
Lisbon Falls— Androscoggin County.
Lisbon Falls Fiber Company. Three wet machines. Power,
water.
Product, sulphite fiber, 60,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Number of employes, 75. Wood used, 50 cords spruce daily.
On the Androscoggin river.
Livermore Falls— Androscoggin County.
International Paper Company. Um bagog M ill. Eight grind
ers, four wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp,
dry, 40,000 pounds in 24 hours. Wood used, spruce, poplar,
pine and fir, about 13 cords daily. Number of employes, 56.
On Androscoggin river.
Madison— Somerset County.
Great Northern Paper Company. Wood Pulp Mill. Eight
grinders, 5 wet machines. Power, water. Product, forty tons
in 24 hours.
Sulphite Mill. Ten digesters, three wet machines. Forty
tons of sulphite fiber in 24 hours. Wood used, 15,000,000
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feet of spruce yearly.
Water power.
On Kennebec river.
Mill first erected in 1891 and came into possession of Great
Northern Paper Company in 1899.
Orono— Penobscot County.
International Paper Company. Webster Mill. Seven grind
ers, three wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp,
60,000 pounds in 24 hours. Mill built in 1895. On Penobscot
river.
Orono Pulp and Paper Company.
Orono Mills.
Five
digesters, two wet machines. Steam power. Product, sulphite
fiber, 50,000 pounds in 24 hours. Plant located at Basin Mills.
Wood used, spruce and hemlock, about 6,500,000 feet yearly.
Use all the waste of Walker’s lumber mill, which amounts to
about one-half the quantity required. Near the Penobscot river.
B. B. Thatcher, Bangor, President; R. W. Sawyer, Bangor,
Treasurer.
Riley—Franklin County.
International Paper Company.
Riley Mill.
Twenty-two
grinders, fourteen wet machines. Power, water.
Product,
wood pulp, 200,000 pounds in 24 hours. Mill built in 1897-8.
Wood used, 54,000 feet spruce, daily. Number of employes,
120. On Androscoggin river.
Rumford Falls—Oxford County.
International Paper Company. Rumford Falls Mill. Sixteen
grinders, twelve wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood
pulp, 180,000 pounds in 24 hours. On Androscoggin river.
Sulphite Mill. Six digesters, seven wet machines. Power,
water and steam. Product, sulphite pulp, 140,000 pounds in 24
hours. Wood used, 100,000 feet of spruce daily for both mills.
On Androscoggin river.
Skowhegan—Somerset County.
Richards Paper Company. Four New England grinders, two
62 inch wet machines. Product, wood pulp, 16,000 pounds in
24 hours. Wood used, spruce, 2,000 cords yearly. Number of
employes, 15. Power, water. On Kennebec river. F. R. Philbrick, Superintendent.
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Skowhegan Pulp Company. Three grinders,
wet machines. Power, water.
Product, wood
pounds in 24 hours. Wood used, 3,000,000 feet
Number of employes, 30. Mill built in 1888.
Manager.

seven 76 inch
pulp, 40,000
spruce yearly.
F . E . Heath,

South Brewer— Penobscot County.
Eastern Manufacturing Company. Two digesters, three wet
machines.
Power, steam.
Product, sulphite fiber, 50,000
pounds in 24 hours. Wood used, spruce, 1 3 ,12 1 cords yearly.
Waste material from saw mills wholly. F. W . A yer & Com
pany, Owners.
South Gardiner— Kennebec County.
Sulphite Mill. Four digesters, one 86 inch Fourdrinier
machine. Product, sulphite fiber, 50,000 pounds in 24 hours.
This mill has just been purchased by the International Paper
Company, and will be enlarged and put in running order at once.
South Windham— Cumberland County.
Sebago Wood Board Company. Seven New England grind
ers, one 62 inch and one 72 inch wet machines. Product, wood
pulp, 16 tons daily. Wood used, spruce, poplar and pine, 17
cords daily. Number of employes, 65. On the Presumpscot
river. Mill built in 1875. Charles A. Brown, Treasurer.
Topsham— Sagadahoc County.
Pejepscot Paper Company. Pejepscot Mills. Sixteen grinders,
ten wet machines. Power, water. Product, wood pulp, 180,000
pounds in 24 hours. Number of hands employed, 90. Wood
used, 80 cords of spruce daily, obtained in Canada. Mill built
in 1893.
Winslow— Kennebec County.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Company. Mohegan Pulp Mill.
Eighteen grinders, fourteen wet machines.
Power, water.
Product, wood pulp, 120,000 pounds in 24 hours. M ill built in
1892. Sulphite mill now building. Wood used, 23,000,000 feet
spruce yearly. On Kennebec river.
Algonquin Sulphite Fiber Mill. Tw o digesters, four wet
machines. Power, water and steam. Product, sulphite fiber,
80,000 pounds in 24 hours. On Kennebec river.
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Yarmouthville— Cumberland County.
Forest Paper Company. S. D. Warren & Company. Five
wet machines, one 66 inch and one 118 inch dry machines.
Power, water and steam. Product, 90,000 pounds soda fiber in
24 hours. Mill built first in 1872. Wood used, 20,500 cords
poplar wood yearly.
Number of employes, 160.
On Royal
river. G. W. Hammond, Agent.

PAPER MILLS.

Auburn— Androscoggin County.
Auburn Leather Board Supply Company. F. H. Fellows,
owner. Three 500 pound beating machines, one 44 inch wet
machine. Power, water. Product, leather board, 2,000 pounds
in 24 hours.
Augusta— Kennebec County.
Cushnoc Paper Company. Fred S. Lyman, President; M. S.
Holway, Vice President. One 750 pound and three 2,000 pound
engines; one 86 inch and one 96 inch Fourdriniers. Power,
water and steam. Product, manila paper. Specialties, envel
ope, bag and white sulphite papers. Number of employes, 100
in the whole plant. About 18 tons of paper daily.
Belfast—Waldo County.
Sherman & Company. Belfast Mills. Three mills.
Four
300 pound, one 500 pound, three 700 pound and two 800 pound
engines; three 42 inch machines. Power, water. Product,
leather board, 6,000 pounds in 12 hours.
Benton Falls—Kennebec County.
Kennebec Fiber Company. C. D. Brown, President; E. W.
Heath, Treasurer. Office, Waterville. S ix 700 pound and four
Jordan engines. One 72 inch, one 90 inch cylinder. Power,
water. Product, wood pulp board, 24,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Number of employes, about 80 in the plant. On the Sebasticook
river.
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Brunswick— Cumberland County.
Androscoggin Pulp Company. William A . Russell, Presi
dent; E. B. Denison, Treasurer. Five wet machines. Power,
water. Product, wood pulp board, 10,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Number of employes, 30. Mill built in 1865.
Chisholm— Franklin County.
International Paper Company. Office, 30 Broad street, New
York. Otis Mill. Eight 1,000 pound, six 1,400 pound and eight
refining engines; one 86 inch, one 96 inch, one n o inch, two
120 inch, two 126 inch, and one 135 inch Fourdriniers. Power,
steam and water. Product, news paper, 320,000 pounds in 24
hours.
Number of employes, 400.
Mill built in 18 9 1-2;
enlarged in 1895 and 1897. On Androscoggin river.
Cumberland Mills— Cumberland County.
S. D. Warren & Company. Samuel D. Warren, Mortimer B.
Mason, Fiske Warren, Boston.
Three mills.
Cumberland
Mills. Eleven 350 pound, twenty-one 400 pound, twelve 800
pound, seven 1,000 pound, five 1,200 pound, two 2,000 pound,
and twelve Jordan engines; one 40 inch, one 56 inch, three 68
inch, one 80 inch, one 82 inch, one 84 inch, one 90 inch and one
96 inch Fourdriniers; one 54 inch Four cylinder. Width of
super calenders, 54 inches. Power, water and steam. ’ Product,
book and coated paper, 120,000 pounds in 24 hours; wrapping
paper, 15,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 825;
men, 675; women, 150. John E . Warren, Agent, Cumberland
Mills. On the Presumpscot river, six miles from Portland.
East Poland— Androscoggin County.
National Fiber Board Company. Emery Andrews, President;
Stephen Moore, Treasurer. Boston office, 108 Lincoln street.
Little Androscoggin Mill. Eight 400 pound, two 500 pound,
and two 2,000 pound engines; three 42 inch, and two 48 inch
cylinders.
Power, water.
Product, leather board, 14,000
pounds in 24 hours.
Gardiner— Kennebec County.
S. D. Warren & Company. H. E . Merriam, Agent. Copsecook Mill. Seven 400 pound, five 1,000 pound, and two Jordan
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engines; one 84 inch and one 90 inch Fourdriniers. Width of
super calenders, 44 inches. Power, water and steam.Product,
book paper, 32,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes,
115 ; men, 82; women, 33. Mill built in 1852; sold to Hollings
worth & Whitney in 186 5; enlarged in 1891. On Cobbosseecontee river.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Company. Sumner Hollingsworth,
President; Charles A. Dean, Vice President; E. B. Eaton, Treas
urer; Boston. Two mills.
Cobbossee Mill. Ten 1,000 pound Horne and two Jordan
engines ; one 94 inch Fourdrinier-and one 62 inch double cylinder.
Power, water and steam. Product, manila paper, 40,000 pounds
in 24 hours.
Aroostook Mill. Eight 1,000 pound, and one Jordan engines;
one 90 inch Fourdrinier. Power, water and steam. Product,
manila paper, 16,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes,
100 in both mills; 80 men, 20 women. Mill first built in 1866;
sold to Hollingsworth & Whitney in 1877. On the Cobbosseecontee river.
Ja y Bridge— Franklin County.
International Paper Company. Falmouth Mill. Two 600
pound, two 800 pound, four 1,000 pound, and two refining
engines; one 86 inch, one 100 inch, one n o inch and one 120
inch Fourdriniers. Power, water and steam. Product, news
paper, 120,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 85.
On Androscoggin river.
Kennebunk—York County.
National Fiber Board Company. Two 250 pound, and four
400 pound engines; two 40 inch cylinders.
Power, water.
Product, leather board, 5,000 pounds in 24 hours.
Lisbon Falls—Androscoggin County.
Lisbon Falls Fiber Company. Four 1,000 pound Horne, one
800 pound, one 1,000 pound and three Jordan engines; one 86
inch and one 108 inch Fourdriniers. Power, water. Product,
news and manila paper, 50,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number
of employes, 100; men, 94; women, 6. Mill built in 1888-9. On
Androscoggin river. F. C. Whitehouse, Treasurer.
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Livermore Falls— Androscoggin County.
International Paper Company. Umbagog Mill. Four 250
pound, one 500 pound, one 750 pound, one 1,000 pound, and
four refining engines; one 72 inch and one 90 inch cylinders.
Power, water. Product, wood pulp board, 30,000 pounds in 24
hours. Number of employes, 56. On Androscoggin river.
Mechanic Falls— Androscoggin County.
Poland Paper Company. William G. Davis, President; J. W.
Leavitt, Treasurer; C. R. Miljiken, Manager. Poland Mill.
Fourteen 800 pound engines; one 68 inch, one 86 inch, one 88
inch and one 90 inch Fourdriniers. Width of super calenders,
50 inches.
Power, water and steam.
Product, book paper,
50,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 1 1 5 ; men,
100; women, 15. Mill first built in 1857; Poland Paper Com
pany commenced in 1887. On the Little Androscoggin river.
Orono— Penobscot County.
International Paper Company. Webster Mill. Tw o 1,000
pound Umpherston and two 1,600 pound Horne engines; one 96
inch and one n o inch Fourdriniers. Power, water and steam.
Product, news paper, 60,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of
employes, 80. Mill built in 1890. On the Penobscot river.
Orono Pulp and Paper Company. B. B. Thatcher, President;
R. W. Sawyer, Treasurer; C. H. Sawyer, Manager.
Orono
Mill. Basin Mills. Five 1,200 pound engines, one 100 inch
and one n o inch Fourdriniers. Power, steam. Product, hard
ware and manila paper, 30,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of
employes in plant, 12 5 ; men, 1 1 7 ; women, 8. M ill near the
Penobscot river.
Rumford Falls— Oxford County.
International Paper Company. Rumford Falls Mill. Ten
1,000 pound engines, one n o inch, two 125 inch, one 13 5 inch,
and one 162 inch Fourdriniers. Power, water. Product, news
paper, 225,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 350.
Mill built in 1892. On Androscoggin river.
South Brewer— Penobscot County.
Eastern Manufacturing Company. F. W . A yer, President;
C. F . Woodard, Treasurer. S ix 1,000 pound Horne, one 1,500
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pound Emerson, and two refining engines ; ne 1 12 inch machine.
Power, steam. Product, fine manilla paper, 50,000 pounds in
24 hours. Number of employes, 19 3; men, 18 5; women, 8.
Near Penobscot river.
South Windham— Cumberland County.
Sebago Wood Board Company. W. A. Russell, President;
F. F. Brown, Treasurer. Windham Mill. Two 250 pound,
two 1,000 pound, and one 1,600 pound Horne engines; two 72
inch cylinders. Power, water. Product, wood pulp board,
30.000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 65.
Mill
built in 1875. On the Presumpscot river.
Topsham— Sagadahoc County.
Bowdoin Paper Manufacturing Company. W. H. Parsons,
President; F. C. Whitehouse, Vice President and Manager; W.
W. Nearing, Secretary. Two mills, “ A ” and “ B.” Three 450
pound, four 500 pound, three 600 pound, and two 1,000 pound
engines; one 70 inch Harper, one 60 inch, one 84 inch and one
96 inch Fourdriniers. Power, water. Product, news paper,
70.000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes 86 men, 9
women. Mill built in 1868. On Androscoggin river.
Pejepscot Paper Company. D. S. Cowles, President; F. C.
Whitehouse, Treasurer; W. W. Nearing, Secretary. Six 1,500
pound beating, two refining engines; one 126 inch and one 145
inch Fourdriniers. Power, water and steam. Product, news
paper, 130,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 95.
On Androscoggin river. Mill built in 1898-9.
Winslow—Kennebec County.
Hollingsworth & Whitney Company. Ticonic Mill. Four
teen 1,200 pound Horne engines, two 136 inch, and one 158 inch
Fourdriniers.
Power, water and steam.
Product, manila
paper, 170,000 pounds in 24 hours. Number of employes, 270;
men, 250; women, 20. Mill built in 1892.
Among the additions and enlargements to pulp and paper
mills in the State that are now in progress the following should
be mentioned: The new sulphite mill of the Hollingsworth &
Whitney Company at Winslow. The capacity of this mill will
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be 60 tons of sulphite fiber daily. A new 158 inch paper machine
is also being put into this pl?nt. These additions will necessi
tate the employment of more labor and the use of more raw
material. The output will be largely increased.
The Somerset Fiber Company at Fairfield are also making
great additions and improvements to their p la n ts
The Great Northern Paper Company came into possession of
all the property of the Manufacturers’ Investment Company at
Madison in July last. The former owners laid out nearly two
million dollars here, their buildings, dam, etc., being built in the
most solid and substantial manner possible. The main building
of the plant is 900 feet in length. The Great Northern Paper
Company paid $450,000 for the property, and have expended
about $1,000,000 in improvements and repairs. The plant is
now one of the best in the State. It started November 1, 1899.
This mill will employ 200 hands at first, and will manufacture
fifty tons of news paper daily. Undoubtedly the daily product
will be much increased hereafter.
The Howland Falls Pulp and Paper Company are to build a
new mill at Howland at once. The mill will be 100 feet in
length and will be constructed of stone and brick. It is to be
equipped witn the latest and best machines known to the indus
try.

The International Paper Company are now engaged in enlarg
ing their plant at Rumford Falls by the addition of two machine
rooms, thus accommodating four new machines. T hey are also
building a new boiler house, and adding a new machine room and
four digesters to the sulphite mill.
By these additions the
capacity of the plant will be doubled.
A short time ago the
Continental Paper Bag Company was organized with an author
ized capital of $5,000,000. The International Paper Company
are erecting the buildings for this new industry, at Rumford
Falls, in close proximity to the pulp and paper mills there. The
completion of these plans means an addition of 500 employes to
those already at work there, and the doubling of the population
of Rumford Falls.
In the whole history of the pulp and paper industry, there has
never been erected a plant on a more colossal scale than that in
the process of construction at the present time at Millinockett.
Millinockett is on the line of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad,
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about seventy-five miles northeast of Bangor. It is not far from
South and North T w in lakes. It takes its name from Millinockett stream, the outlet of Lake Millinockett.
This stream
flows into the west branch of the Penobscot river. The immense
plant of the Great Northern Paper Company is located on the
Millinockett stream, which will be used as a tail race for the
mills. Water will be taken from the west branch of the Penob
scot river, a mile and a half away, and conducted by means of a
canal to the brow of the hill that overlooks the Millinockett val
ley. This point is 1 1 4 feet above the bed of the Millinockett
stream.
On its way the water will flood the intervening lowlands, thus
forming an artificial lake of 250 acres. Five immense iron pen
stocks will be placed in position to receive the water from the
canal, which, after affording the 15,000 horse power required
for the great plant, will be discharged into the Millinockett
stream, and following that stream down a few miles will find its
way back into the west branch again. The scheme is a stupend
ous one, requiring courage as well as the highest engineering
skill.
The Great Northern Paper Company is capitalized at $4,000,000, and it is thought by conservative men that fully that amount
of money will be invested at Millinockett before the plant is com
pleted and ready for business. All the buildings are to be com
posed of granite foundations, brick walls, steel skeletons, steel
beams, concrete floors and steel trusses. The grinders of the
wood pulp mill will run directly from the water wheels. The
eight paper machines will be run by steam power. All the rest
of the machinery will be run by electricity.
There will be
required for erecting the buildings about 6,500,000 bricks. The
paper machines will be 152 inch Fouidriniers. The daily prod
uct will be. 250 tons of news paper at first. The buildings will
cover nearly six acres of land. We present the sizes of the
various buildings, from which one can form some idea of the size
of this giant plant.
Train shed, 290 by 50 feet, one story.
Finishing room, 290 by 100 feet, one story.
Machine room, 290 by 240 feet, one story with basement.
Beater room, 294 by 72 feet, one story with basement.
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Screen room, 209 by 100 feet, two stories with basement.
Grinder room, 262 by 174 feet, one story.
Generator room, 109 by 51 feet, one story.
Storage room, 65 by 51 feet, one story.
Wood room, 182 by 125 feet, one story with basement.
Boiler house and coal burners 189 by 75 feet, one story.
Wood house, 119 by 64 feet, one story.
Filter house, 138 by ^ feet, one story.
Repair shop, 98 by 60 feet, one story.
Sulphite plant, lime house, 58 by 42 feet, one story with base
ment.
Sulphur house, 57 by 42 feet, one story with basement.
Acid room, 57 by 58 feet, one story with basement.
Sulphur burning room, 57 by 57 feet, one story.
Digester house, 86 by 39 feet, four stories with basement.
Blow pits, 83 by 79 feet, one story with basement.
The above will make five and four-tenths acres of roof surface.
This plant will give employment to 500 hands in the mills, and
will be the means of building up a village of 2,000 inhabitants
in what was almost an unbroken wilderness less than a year ago.
SUMMARY.

Counting ground wood pulp mills, sulphite mills and paper
mills separately, we find that there are 58 pulp and paper mills
in the State, there being 30 pulp mills and 28 paper mills. These
are comprised in 37 different plants. We find the total number
of operatives in these mills to be 5,902 at present. When the
plants now building and be.ng enlarged are completed, the opera
tives will number over 7,000. We find the average daily wages
paid operatives to be $1.62. This does not include the salaries
paid officials. The whole sum paid in wages for labor in the
pulp and paper mills, amounts yearly to over $5,000,000, and the
cost of the wood used amounts to $2,500,000.
W e find that
there are produced daily in the State, 600 tons of paper of all
kinds, 735 tons of ground wood pulp, 330 tons of sulphite pulp,
n o tons of soda pulp, and 60 tons of leather board, making a
production of 1835 tons of pulp and paper daily, and a total of
550,500 tons yearly.
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Besides the operatives in the mills, there are thousands of men
employed in cutting the wood in the forests, and in driving and
conveying it to the mills.
The above figures will be largely
increased when the Great Northern Paper Company’s plants at
Millinockett and Madison are completed, and when the Conti
nental Paper B ag Company’s plant at Rumford Falls is ready
for business.
Including these last named plants, we find the total amount of
capital invested in the pulp and paper industry in Maine, will
exceed $30,000,000. The total value of the various kinds of
pulp and paper produced in the State annually amounts at pres
ent to about $17,916,000.
This amount will be very largely
increased when the plants now building are completed and in
operation. It would probably be a conservative estimate, if the
total value of the production should then be placed at $20,000,000, annually.
Three plants use poplar wood only in making pulp, namely :
The S. D. Warren & Company’s plant at Cumberland Mills, the
Forest Paper Company, at Yarmouthville, and the Penobscot
Chemical Fiber Company, at Great Works.
The remaining
plants use spruce wood mainly, although a few mills use small
quantities of poplar, pine, fir and hemlock. One mill, that at
South Brewer, uses only the waste of F. W. Ayer’s great lumber
mill in manufacturing pulp. The mill at Basin Mills derives
about half its wood from Walker’s lumber mill near by. The
Cushnoc mill at Augusta has utilized the waste of the great
lumber mill at Ashland to some extent.
There are two kinds of pulp, commonly designated as ground
wood pulp, and chemical fiber. There are two methods of man
ufacturing chemical fiber, known as the sulphite process, and
the soda process.
The process of manufacturing ground wood pulp is quite
simple, although much power is required. The logs are sawed
into bolts about two feet in length. The bark is removed from
these bolts by holding them against a revolving disk having knife
blades at intervals along its surface.
This revolving disk is
called a barker. The bolts are then placed sidewise in an iron,
enclosure that is adjusted to the grinder. The grinder is an
immense sandstone wheel two feet in thickness. The bolts of
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wood are kept close to this revolving stone, by means of pneu
matic pressure, and are thus ground into pulp.
The ground
wood is strained through sieves which remove all splinters and
unground particles. It is then transferred to the wet machine
which converts it into sheets of wood pulp.
These sheets are
then subjected to enormous pressure, in order to remove the
water to some extent, although it is impossible to press them dry.
It takes great power to run the grinders, hence the desire of pulp
manufacturers to have ample and never failing water power.
C H E M IC A L

FIBER

OR P U L P ,

The process of manufacturing chemical pulp is entirely dif
ferent from that of wood pulp. The wood is divested of bark,
also in some mills the knots are cut-or -bored .out— -T-he 1
then goes to the chipper where it is cut into very small p ie c e s ,
not larger than comes from a planer in a woodworking mill.
This chipped wood is then conveyed to the digester, an immense
upright vessel of steel, sometimes 15 or 16 feet in diameter, and
from 30 to 40 feet in length. The digester, being partly filled
with wood, receives an acid or liquor from the great tanks, where
it is made, till the wood is covered, when steam, under a pressure
of about 100 pounds to the square inch, is admitted, and the wood
is cooked in this manner for nine or ten hours, till it is thor
oughly disintegrated, and all the resin, pitch, etc., of the wood
dissolved into the liquor.
In the sulphite process, the acid is made somewhat as follow s:
Several tanks are filled with lime water of the desired strength,
and then the fumes of sulphur, burning in iron retorts, or in a
close walled chamber, are drawn through the lime water by
means of exhaust pumps, till the water has absorbed the fumes
to the requisite degree. The result is a powerful acid, which
is capable, combined with the heat and pressure of steam, of
completely disintegrating wood and separating from it every
thing but the pure wood fiber. When the wood is thoroughly
cooked, the contents of the digester are blown into a vat with a
sieve bottom where the liquor drains off. The wood fiber is then
washed by admitting pure water, and this process is continued
till all the impurities are removed and nothing but pure chemical
pulp remains. This pulp is then generally run through a paper
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machine which transform s it into rolls of paper, having about the
thickness and consistency of common blotting paper. In this
form it can be easily handled, or shipped to any point. In mak
ing news paper, manila or book paper, this chemical pulp is
re-dissolved and mixed with the proper proportion of ground
wood pulp, according to the quality of paper to be made. In the
common newspaper stock, there is but a small proportion of
chemical fiber. In book or magazine paper, a large per cent of
chemical fiber is used.
The more chemical fiber used, the
stronger and whiter the paper will be.
Some of the finest book and magazine paper in the world is
made in Maine, at Cumberland Mills, by the S. D. Warren Companv, and at Mechanic Falls, by the Poland Paper Company.
U lC "^hese plants manufacture io i tons of book paper daily. Of
news paper there are 423 tons made daily. Of manila paper, 117
tons are made, and of leather board 15 tons daily. Of ground
wood pulp there are 663 tons, of soda fiber, 105 tons, and of
chemical fiber, 280 tons made daily.
The process of making
soda fiber does not differ essentially from that of making sulphite
fiber, the liquor or acid only, being made in a different way,
soda being used instead of sulphur.
Paper was first made by hand, but the invention of the paper
machine in 1798 gave a new impetus to the industry. The first
paper machine used in the United States was started in 1820 by
Messrs. T. Gilpin & Company, on the Brandywine. Since that
time, making paper by machines has become one of the largest
and most important industries in the country. The favorite
paper machine seems to be the Fourdrinier, of which there are
many in this State. The largest paper machine at present in
Maine is in the paper mill at Rumford Falls, which makes paper
162 inches in width. It took thirty freight cars to transport this
machine. It is within the memory of many that pulp and paper
begun to be made from wood. At first it was supposed that
poplar wood was the most valuable for this purpose, but in recent
years it has been found that spruce makes a stronger fiber, and
to-day spruce is recognized as the staple wood for the produc
tion of pulp. Such being the case, it becomes of paramount
importance to every citizen of our State, to know whether the
supply of spruce wood for the production of pulp and the man
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ufacture of lumber is to be permanent, or whether the rapid
increase of the pulp and paper industry threatens the destruction
and final extinction of this most valuable tree of our forests. In
other words, are we killing the goose that lays the golden egg?
The advantages to Maine in converting all her spare timber
into pulp wood, are steady and remunerative employment all the
year round for the workmen engaged in this industry. In the
manufactureof lumber theaverage amount paid for labor is about
$1.50 per thousand feet, while the average amount paid for labor
for converting one thousand feet of logs into pulp and paper is
about $9.00, a difference in favor of the pulp and paper industry
of $7.50 per thousand feet. 1
In the manufacture of pulp and paper, labor is employed the
year round day and n ig h t; while in the manufacture of lumber,
the saw mill would not average more than six months’ employ
ment in the year.
'
The saw mill is a necessity. It is the handmaid of progress,
and without it all building operations would cease.
But the
benefits conferred by the pulp and paper industry on the people
of the State are not yet fully understood and appreciated. Fully
50 per cent of the logs used by the pulp mills are logs that could
not be economically used in the manufacture of lumber, and the
majority of them would be left in the woods by the lumberman
on this account and would remain there to die and rot, were it
not for the pulp mill. The logs referred to are crooked and
seamy logs. Another advantage to the State in the pulp mill is
that every particle of the log that is sound, except the bark, is
manufactured, while in the saw mill it is estimated that about
30 per cent of the log is wasted in the slab and in sawdust. In
the majority of cases this waste used to be burned to get rid of
it. while in the pulp mill even the bark is burned for fuel and
there is absolutely no waste.
The above comparison of the two industries is made, not for
the purpose of decrying the lumber mill, but in order that the
benefits conferred on the wage earner by the pulp and paper
industry may. be better apprehended ; also to bring out the fact
that the pulp mill practically wastes no lumber, besides using a
vast amount of lumber that otherwise would be almost worthless.
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THE

FOREST

AREA

OF

M A IN E .

Walter Wells, in the “ W ater Powers of Maine,” published in
1869, gives the following areas: Area of the State, 31,500
square m iles; approximate area of lakes, ponds and river sur
faces, 3,200 square miles ; total land surface, 28,300 square miles;
total land in farms, 9,000 square miles; in the wilderness state,
19,300 square miles; tilled land in the State, 4,200 square miles;
in pastures, wood lots, etc., 4,800 square miles. Counting onehalf of the last amount as wood land, and adding it to 19,300, .we
have about 21,000 square miles of forest in Maine. The above
figures were made in 1869, but undoubtedly there is as much land
covered with forest to-day in the State as there was in 1869.
The tillage area in Aroostook county has been increased since that
time, but on the other hand the forest area has increased in many
sections. One of the main reasons for the increase of the forest
area, is the increased consumption of coal for fuel instead of
wood, in all our cities and villages. Another reason is the fact
that farmers in many sections have allowed their pasture lands
to grow up to woods, because, not keeping the amount of stock
they did formerly, they no longer needed so much pasturage.
The same might be said of tillage land to some extent. What
ever may be the reason, all observers agree that the forest area
of Maine has not decreased within the last twenty or twenty-five
years. O f this vast forest area, not far from 15,000 square miles
in the northern and northwestern sections, are only to a very
limited extent encroached upon by clearings.
“ The primeval woods of Maine still cover an extent seven
times that of the famous ‘Black Forest’ of Germany.
The
states of Connecticut, Rhode Island and Delaware could be lost
together in our northern forests and still have a margin of
wilderness about each, sufficiently wide to make its exploration
without a compass a work, of desperate venture.”
The last report of the board of State assessors gives the num
ber of acres of wild lands in the State as about 9,700,000 in
round numbers. This equals a little more than 15,000 square
miles, and it is upon this immense area^of wild land that our
calculations must mainly be based.
The three pulp and paper plants in the State which use poplar
wood only, require a total of about 50,000 cords yearly of that
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wood. As poplar is a very rapid growing wood, and as there
are large tracts of poplar forest in the State not yet cut over, it
is the opinion of those interested that the supply will equal the
demand for many years to come, therefore we can dismiss poplar
wood from our investigations and conclusions and confine our
selves to the outlook for spruce.
The principal spruce area of the State is a wide belt extending
east from the New Hampshire line, taking in the whole plateau
of the central portion of the State, where the sources and tribu
taries of the St. John river system have their origin, flowing
north and northeast, and the river systems of the Androscoggin,
Kennebec and Penobscot also have their origin, these latter flow
ing south and southeast. The great Moosehead lake, the Rangeley lakes, Chesuncook lake, Pamedumcook and the Joe Merry
lakes, the Schoodic lakes on the New Brunswick border, and
Grand lake in Washington county, are all included in this plateau,
as are also all the considerable mountains of the State, as Mts.
Bigelow, Abraham, Saddleback and Katahdin.
The plateau
varies in height from 600 feet to 1,200 feet above the sea level.
The sources of most of the rivers of Maine lie over a thousand
feet above tide water, and in this fact we discover the secret of
the magnificent water powers in Maine, some of the finest and
most reliable in the world.
The great belt described above, by no means includes all the
spruce bearing lands of the State, for spruce is found to some
extent in every section, but on the great plateau it attains its
fullest vigor and development.
One prominent and wellinformed timber owner, gives the spruce sections of the State as
follow s: “ The region west of the eighth range, and south as
far as ten miles from the most southern point of Moosehead
lake.” This section would contain about 9,800 square miles,
which is about two-thirds of the area of unsettled lands in the
State. That there are excellent spruce sections outside the
plateau belt is proved by the fact that in getting the data for this
article, the scaler for one of the largest land owners in the State
furnished an estimate of the number of acres of spruce lands in
each of 34 townships, in the extreme northern part of the State,
and it was found to be in the aggregate 468,500 acres, or an
average of 13,800 acres to a township. It is a perfectly safe and
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conservative estimate that the spruce area of Maine exceeds the
entire area of the State of Massachusetts.
Another method of estimating the forest area of Maine, is by
taking the square miles of forest still remaining in the principal
river basins as follows: The total area of the Androscoggin
basin in Maine is 2,750 square miles; covered with forest, 1,480
square miles ; the total area of the Kennebec basin is 5,800 square
mdes, of which 3,800 square miles are forest; the Penobscot
basin contains 8,200 square miles, of which 5,460 are forest; the
St. John basin in Maine, contains 7,400 square miles and nearly
the whole of it is covered with forest; the St. Croix basin in
Maine contains 800 square miles, of which 640 are forest; the
Saco basin in Maine contains 800 square miles, of which onehalf is forest. The above forest areas added, aggregate 19,180
square miles, and if we add to this total the forest areas of the
smaller river basins we shall have a grand total of about 21,000
square miles of forest in Maine, as we have stated in another
place.
Aside from spruce and poplar, there are in the Maine forests
white and yellow birch and maple in large quantities, with con
siderable beech and fir, with scattering areas of bass, brown and
white ash, white and red oak, and in the southwestern portion of
the State large areas of pine. There are also tracts of hemlock
and cedar in the State.
THE

AM OUNT

OF

L U M B ER

USED.

To make a ton of sulphite pulp, requires about 1,000 feet of
logs. For a ton of ground wood pulp about 800 feet of logs are
required, so that on the average, about 900 feet of logs are used
ordinarily in making one ton of pulp. As there are about 1,048
tons of pulp made daily at present in Maine, the various pulp
mills require 943,200 feet of lumber daily, or about 300,000,000
feet yearly. Subtracting from this amount the number of feet
of poplar used, we shall have about 275,000,000 feet of spruce
lumber used yearly by the pulp and paper industry, and this
amount corresponds to the total of the amounts returned on the
blanks filled out by the officials of the several mills. The above
amount will be increased to about 350,000,000 feet yearly when
the plants now building are completed. The lumber mills will
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probably require about 250,000,000 feet, so that 600,000,000 feet
of spruce lumber will be required annually to supply our saw
mills and pulp and paper mills. The lumber and pulp mills of
Berlin, N. H., draw part of their logs from Maine forests, but
as some mills in Maine obtain part of their logs from New
Hampshire and Canada, it is the opinion of manufacturers that
these accounts would balance, so that the above estimate of
600,000,000 feet is the approximate yield of Maine forests
annually at present.
The questions before us for consideration are : Can the forests
of Maine permanently yield annually the aboveamount of spruce?
If not, how many years will it take to exhaust our spruce sup
ply? These are difficult questions to answer, and we can only
undertake to present certain facts, and give the opinions of
prominent men who have been familiar with Maine forests all
their lives.
In Germany, the forests are controlled by the government and
forestry has been carried to the highest perfection. H er forests
are not allowed to be exhausted, and in fact, many of them are
far more valuable than they were forty years ago. It is said
that the little duchy of Baden derives an annual revenue of
$667,000 from 240,000 acres of forest land. The kingdom of
Saxony derives an annual revenue of $1,900,000 from 430,000
acres of spruce land. Many other instances might be given, but
it is sufficient to say that in nearly all the countries of Europe,
forestry is applied to such an extent that the forest areas are- not
decreasing, but are becoming more valuable every year. The
forest area of the United States, not including Alaska, is less
than 500,000,000 acres, and of this area a large portion hardly
deserves the name of forest.
The present consumption of wood for all purposes annually
in the United States, according to the report of the United States
bureau of statistics, amounts to 20,000,000,000 cubic feet. It is
estimated that 400,000,000 acres of productive forest must be
kept well stocked to yield the above amount permanently, so that
any further increase in consumption will require a corresponding
increase in forest area, or we shall begin to encroach on our
capital, and in fifty years the capital would be nearly or quite
exhausted.
In Germany, 1,000,000 people are supported by
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forestry, and forest cultivation receives as much attention as
does field tillage. Training schools have been established for
the purpose of developing forest resources, and sylviculture has
been most accurately studied, and the economical management
of woodland most successfully carried out in that country.
In the United States the whole subject of forest preservation
rests with the several states, with the exception of the small area
of public lands now owned and controlled by the national gov
ernment. But few of the states have ever attempted to interfere
with forest destruction by private owners, although many of our
most learned legal men are of the opinion that, on sanitary and
other grounds, legislation, having in view the preservation of our
forests, should be enacted.
In this State we have a forest commissioner, and he has done
nobly in awakening public sentiment to the importance of pre
serving our timber lands. Some of the reports emanating from
the office of the forest commissioner are invaluable. This may
especially be said of the report of 1896, which incorporates the
expert opinions and conclusions of Austin Cary, a gentleman
who is making the subject of forestry a life study.
V A R Y IN G

M ETH ODS

OF

C U T T IN G

LUM BER.

The system of cutting lumber in the woods in Maine is by no
means uniform, varying according to the influences brought to
bear upon proprietors and operators. In the early days of cut
ting spruce in Maine, Some fifty years ago, only the largest trees
were cut, and on the St. John waters no logs less than 15 inches
in diameter at the top were thought suitable for the mills. Grad
ually the limit of fifty years ago has been diminished, till now 11
inches at the top is the custom in northern Maine. No spruce
lumber for manufacture into pulp has ever been cut on the St.
John river in Maine. The timber cut on that river has mainly
been driven down the river to Fredericton or St. John and manu
factured in those places into lumber, which, under treaty
arrangements with Great Britian, could be brought into this
country again free of duty.
On the Penobscot, Kennebec and Androscoggin rivers, a much
closer cut has generally prevailed, and logs down to 8 or even
6 inches at the top have been cut in many cases. This has not
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been the case always as there are proprietors of timber lands,
who, mindful of the State’s future needs, draw their stumpage
contracts very rigidly, and many of them will allow no trees less
than a foot in diameter breast high to be cut. There have been
too many cases where the land has been practically stripped of
its spruce growth, with an utter disregard of all future needs.
Another matter that should be spoken of in this connection is
that of waste. There is no uniform method of scaling in the
State, each section having a method of its own.
Without
describing the different methods or the results attained by them,
as for instance the Maine scale rule, where in many cases the
larger quantity of wood actually scales less than the smaller
quantity, we can see no objection to the adoption of the method
that prevails in Europe, namely, obtaining the simple cubic con
tents by means of a caliper rule. All that is necessary is to
measure length and mid diameter of a log, the figures on the
rule giving the cubic contents. For pulp logs this is pre-emi
nently the best method of scaling, and the ratio of board feet to
cubic feet in logs of different sizes could further be had for the
convenience of saw mill men.
By the methods of scaling and cutting that prevail in portions
of the State, from 25 per cent, to 333/3 per cent, of the wood is
left in the forest as waste, an absolute loss, as well as a menace
to the safety of the forest. It is patent to all that the closer to
the ground a tree is cut and the more of the top there is saved,
the more pulp wood there will be in a log, and if 25 per cent, or
more can be saved in this way, the less the number of trees to
be felled. There are other methods of waste in the forest, such
as the reckless cutting of wide roads, etc., particularly on wood
lots where stumpage has been bought, for the buyer of stumpage
feels obliged to get out the largest possible quantity of logs in
the least possible time and at the least expense to himself, and
the higher the cost of stumpage the more urgent the necessity
of curtailing his other expenses.
The danger of exhausting the spruce supply rests more among
the small owners of wild lands than among the large proprietors.
Many of the small owners never saw their lands. Some of them
are the children of former owners and they have inherited a
tract of timber land which their father owned. This tract must
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be divided into as many parts as there are children or heirs.
The taxes must be paid on it, and it is but natural that the
owners should want to obtain returns from it. A constant pres
sure is brought to bear upon the party who has the care of it by
these heirs, many of whom know nothing about the growth or
exhaustion of spruce or any other timber. Of course such
owners are willing that their lands should be stripped of timber
if only they get present returns.
Many townships or parts
of townships have been almost entirely stripped of spruce growth
on account of the thoughtlessness and cupidity of the small
owners.
The large owners are not entirely blameless in this
respect, but they are generally more careful in drawing their
stumpage contracts, or in making their cuttings when they oper
ate on their lands themselves.
HOW

FAST

DOES

SPRUCE

GROW?

In discussing the subject of spruce supply for the future, the
above question is a pertinent one, and must be taken into con
sideration.
The consensus of the opinions of lumbermen of
intelligence and experience, seems to be that spruce is of slow
growth. The idea often expressed that spruce lands can be cut
over every fifteen or twenty years down to a certain limit, and
as much timber obtained as at the first cutting is erroneous.
A t the first cutting, usually, only the finest and most available
trees would be taken. A t the next cutting the operator would
have to go farther back, possibly away from the water courses
and even up on the sides of the hills, and by so doing he might
obtain as large a quantity as at first. But he cannot continue
these cuttings with equal results except by going below the limit
set at first, and then he begins to exhaust the supply. The limit
of the cuttings on the St. John waters have been decreased in this
way from 15 inches diameter at the top, to 1 1 inches.
The late Ex-Governor Daniel F. Davis, who understood
forestry, probably, as well as any American has ever understood
it, said that it' required 250 years to produce a mature spruce
tree. Austin Cary says, in the forest commissioner’s report for
1896, that it requires from 6 to 8 years for spruce trees, from
6 to’ 12 inches in diameter, to grow another inch in diameter.
From the Forester of March, 1898, a monthly magazine pub-
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lished in Washington, we take the following table, showing the
rate of growth for ten years of 300 selected spruce trees in
Ne-ha-sa-ne park in the State of New York.
Diameter breast high in inches.

9...................................................................................
10.................................................................................
11..................................................................................
13..................................................................................
15.................................................................................
16...................................................................................
17..................................................................................
IS..................................................................................
19..................................................................................
22..................................................................................
23.................................................................................
27

Annual growth
in inches.
.1
.12
.14
.12
.13
.14
.11
.11
.11
.11
.12
.10
.11
.08
.10
.10
.14

Y ears required to
grow one inch.
10
8
7
8
8
7
9
9
9
9
. 8
10
9
12
10
10
7

It is presumed that the trees so selected and measured, had the
most favorable conditions as regards light, air and soil. A varia
tion in the conditions produces a corresponding variation in the
rapidity of growth. Several pieces of spruce chipped from trees
on land of M. G. Shaw, near Moosehead lake, showed great
variation in growth. One piece taken from a tree on the side
of a mountain where there was an abundance of air and sun
light, had rings nearly a quarter of an inch in thickness, while
another piece taken from a tree in the dense woods had rings
less than one-eighth of an inch in thickness. Under the most
favorable conditions, it probably requires about 6 years for a
spruce tree to gain an inch in diameter, and in that case from
twenty-five to thirty years should intervene between cuttings,
where trees have been cut down to 6 inches at the top. The cut
ting out of the mature trees is a benefit to those left standing, as
sunlight is let in and the air has freer circulation. In scientific
forestry the young trees are thinned out, the underbrush
removed, and every means possible taken to give the growing
tree air and sunlight.
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WHAT

IS

THE

AMOUNT

OF

A V A IL A B L E

SPRUCE

T O -D A Y ?

The above is one of the most vital questions that can be asked
in the consideration of the subject under discussion, but it is a
question that can only be approximately answered with the
present data at hand, and, in fact, it may be folly to attempt to
present any figures in regard to the subject, but, as many lum
bermen in different parts of the State have been interviewed, it
may be pleasing to present some of their views.
In the very excellent report of the forest commissioner for
1896, we find an estimate of the quantity of spruce lumber of
suitable size for cutting, standing in the Androscoggin valley in
Maine in that year. The estimate was about 3,600,000,000 feet
on 1,240 square miles. The spruce producing area of the Ken
nebec valley is about 2,800 square miles, of the Penobscot valley
4,500 square miles, and of the St. John valley in Maine, 5,000
square miles. If we apply the estimates of the Androscoggin
spruce bearing section pro rata to these three sections, we shall
have the enormous amount of 35,424,000,000 feet of available
spruce in the Kennebec, Penobscot and St. John valleys. But
this amount should probably be reduced one-third, as the three
sections under consideration are not considered equal to the
Androscoggin valley in spruce production.
Reducing the
amount as suggested, and adding the estimated amount of spruce
in the Androscoggin valley, we have 27,024,000,000 feet of avail
able spruce in the four great spruce producing valleys of the
State. In an address delivered in Boston last May before the
Association of Engineering Societies, by Austin Cary, on Forest
Management in Maine, he makes the approximate estimate of
25,000,000,000 feet board measure of spruce in Maine forests at
the present time. Assuming that the yearly demand from the
pulp and lumber mills, will, for many years, be not far from 600,000,000 feet of spruce, it will take a period of more than 40
years to cut over the whole spruce producing section, a period
sufficiently long for spruce to grow from 12 inches to 18 inches
in diameter breast high. The above estimates may be too opti
mistic in regard to the present and future supply of spruce, but
in the opinion of many lumber operators of sound judgment,
they are considered as safely conservative.
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One experienced lumber operator who was interviewed on the
subject of spruce supply, suggested that it would be a conserva
tive estimate to assume that on an average there is at present in
the State 1,000 feet of available spruce for every acre of forest
land. On this supposition, there would be at the present time
13.500.000. 000 feet of spruce suitable to be cut for lumber as
pulp. In this case it would take about 22 years to cut over the
spruce area, which period would be hardly long enough for the
trees left to attain the requisite size. Possibly the true estimate
lies somewhere between these two extremes, and in that case we
can come to the conclusion that there is no present cause for
alarm in regard to exhausting the spruce supply, unless the
wasteful methods of cutting that have prevailed in the past shall
be continued.
In the forest commissioner’s report of 1896
Austin Cary says, “ Taking the State as a whole, I doubt if the
yearly production of spruce is yet overcut. Assuming the yearly
cut as 600,000,000 feet board measure, that amounts to only 30
feet growth per acre on the gross area of the State, or perhaps
60 feet on what is actually spruce-bearing land.” The above is
what Austin Cary said in 1896. The actual growth per acre on
much of the spruce bearing land is 100 feet. We can perhaps
safely assume that the yearly growth will average 50 feet for
every acre of forest land. That would give a little more than
600.000.
000 feet yearly, and it is the opinion of intelligent man
ufacturers and operators that this source of prosperity and
wealth can be maintained permanently.
There are many dangers, however, some of which we have
indicated. The reckless and unnecessary waste in leaving so
much of the tree in the woods should cease at once, more care
should be taken in yarding the logs and in hauling them to the
streams or railroads, and all unnecessary destruction of small
trees should be avoided. Timber land owners should draw their
contracts for selling stumpage most rigidly, and insist on the
carrying out of the terms, faithfully. If a broad-minded policy
is adopted by timber owners, and a due regard for the future
prosperity and welfare of the State shall prevail among them,
the forest area of the State will be made to yield a perpetual
annual revenue.
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ADOPTED.

So far as the preservation of the timber land is concerned,
it would be fetter to have them in the possession of a few large
companies or syndicates. The danger of exhausting the spruce
supply does not come from the large owners, usually, as we have
shown elsewhere. The great pulp and paper companies are not
a menace to the spruce of our State. A plant for the manu
facture of pulp or paper or both is a costly affair, the expense
often running into the millions of dollars, like the immense plants
at Rumford Falls, Chisholm, Madison, Cumberland Mills and
Millinockett. As a general thing, the pulp and paper companies
have 90 per cent of capital invested in their plants and about
10 per cent in their timber lands. The reverse might generally
be said of lumber manufacturers. Pulp and paper manufac
turers are looking for a permanent supply of raw material for
their costly plants. They cannot afford to do otherwise. Hence
the International Paper Company has adopted a rule to cut no
trees less than a foot in diameter, breast high, on its 300,000 acres
of land in Maine.
The great Northern Paper Company has adopted a similar
rule on their 250,000 acres of timber lands in the State, and
other companies have similar rules. Many large companies keep
a skilled forester on their lands all the time. The days of indis
criminate and reckless cutting have gone, and intelligent forestry
methods are being adopted by nearly all extensive proprietors.
There are some other things to be taken into consideration that
have a bearing on the problem of spruce supply. Railroads in
these latter days have so annihilated distance that logs are trans
ported in some cases three hundred and even four hundred miles.
There are almost inexhaustible quantities of spruce timber in
Canada, and only a few pulp and paper mills there. There is
no duty on logs, and we have two of the great Canadian roads
running into this State. Some of our mills already procure
their logs from Canada, as we have already shown, and in the
future this will be the case more than it has been in the past. The
waste of the saw mills, that used to be burned to get rid of it,
now has a commercial value, and is nearly all saved for the pulp
mill. The waste of the great Ashland lumber mill is transported
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over two hundred miles to the Cushnoc mills in Augusta, to be
manufactured into pulp. More southern lumber is brought to
this State for building purposes than in former years.
Iron
enters more and more into the construction of buildings, bridges,
etc., and concrete, or artificial stone takes the place of wood, in
floors and sidewalks. All these things tend to diminish the
demand on our forests for lumber.
The southwestern portion of Maine is essentially a pine bear
ing region, and pine is being used to considerable extent now in
making pulp. Other woods are also utilized more or less for
pulp, thus decreasing the demand for spruce.

C O N C L U SIO N .

Maine is a State of almost boundless natural resources. It
has the finest granite, slate and lime in the world. These three
resources are found within our borders in practically inexhaust
ible quantities, but the three combined are not so valuable as the
spruce in our forests. Three hundred million feet of spruce
manufactured into pulp and paper, is worth $17,900,000. The
product is almost wholly shipped out of the State and its equiv
alent returned in money. To this vast sum should be added the
value of 250,000,000 feet of spruce manufactured into lumber.
This would add several million dollars to the amount, making a
revenue of from twenty millions to twenty-five million dollars
derived from the annual cut of spruce. This revenue can and
should be permanent.
It is the opinion of those best informed in regard to our
timber lands, that our forests can furnish 600,000,000 feet of
spruce annually for an indefinite period, provided the reckless
and destructive methods of cutting shall cease at once.
All
agree that we have come dangerously near the extreme limit;
that any further stripping of timber lands will be similar to the
encroachment on his principal by a man who has just money
enough invested to produce a comfortable and permanent
income.
There is no problem before the people of Maine that compares
in importance with the problem of forest preservation. It means
permanent employment for thousands of wage earners.
It
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means comfortable homes for the wives and children of these
laborers. It means civilization, progress, prosperity and hap
piness. It means the preservation of our magnificent water
powers, for our rivers depend on the preservation of forests to
maintain their life and volume.
Other industries, such as the cotton industry, the woolen
industry and all industries that depend on water for their motive
power, are interested in this problem. Many of the electric
plants which light our towns and cities, and also furnish elec
tricity to propel electric cars on street railroads, are run by water
power. These all have an interest in the preservation of the
means by which water is stored up and prevented from yielding
its energy back into the atmosphere by evaporation. Hundreds
of sportsmen resort to our forests every fall, but the deer, moose
and caribou would disappear with the disappearance of the
forest, and this source of revenue would be lost to our people.
The ramifications of the various interests involved in the
preservation of our forests are almost numberless, and it may be
said that directly or indirectly all our people are interested.
It may be questioned whether any attempt to restrict the cut
ting of spruce to a certain size in our forests should be made by
legislation, or whether the end should be attained by an under
standing between manufacturers and land owners, but that
indiscriminate and destructive cutting should cease, no one will
deny. The people are awakening to the importance of this sub
ject as never before, and many owners of lands are patriotic
enough and far-seeing enough to individually apply the remedy
as far as they are concerned.
We stand second, among the forty-five states composing this
mighty country to-day, in the production of pulp and paper,
and shall soon undouDtedly stand first on the list. That suprem
acy we can hold by adopting wise methods, or we can lose it
and lose the great industry altogether, by continuing the wasteful
methods of the past.
Within the period of one generation, the State of Maine has
advanced from obscurity in industrial matters, to be one of the
most important manufacturing states in the Union. Yet the
State’s resources are only partially developed. Our immense
water powers are not one-tenth part utilized.
We cannot
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exhaust our quarries of granite; we cannot exhaust our stores
of slate; we cannot exhaust our deposits of lim e ; the tons of
ice that we cut from our rivers and lakes every winter and send
south every summer, produces no exhaustion ; the sea furnishes
as many fish to our eastern towns and cities for canning purposes
to-day, as it did thirty years a g o ; the soil of our State is only
made richer and more productive by cultivation ; the more apples,
hay, grain and potatoes we raise, the more we can raise in follow
ing years. Among all our industries, there is only one that is in
danger on account of exhausting the raw material by which it
lives and thrives, yet that industry is the imperial industry of
Maine, as valuable as many of the others combined. But that
industry can be made permanent by adopting wise measures, and
can be made the most important factor in advancing and main
taining the Pine Tree State to the proud position that was re
vealed to the prophetic vision of the founders of our common
wealth, when they adopted as our motto, the word, “ Dirigo,” I
lead.
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